A critical and challenging problem in reinforcement learning is how to learn the state-action value function from the experience replay buffer and simultaneously keep sample efficiency and faster convergence to a high quality solution. In prior works, transitions are uniformly sampled at random from the replay buffer or sampled based on their priority measured by temporal-difference (TD) error. However, these approaches do not fully take into consideration the intrinsic characteristics of transitions distribution in the state space and could result in redundant and unnecessary TD updates, slowing down the convergence of the learning procedure. To overcome this problem, we propose a novel state distribution-aware sampling method to balance the replay times for transitions with imbalanced distribution, which takes into account both the occurrence frequencies of transitions and the uncertainty of state-action values. Consequently, our approach could reduce the unnecessary TD updates and increase the TD updates for state-action value with more uncertainty, making the experience replay more effective and efficient. Extensive experiments are conducted on both classic control tasks and Atari 2600 games based on OpenAI gym platform and the experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in comparison with the standard DQN approach.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is an important area of machine learning, concerned with how an agent learns through trial and error so as to maximize long-term rewards by interacting with an initially unknown environment. It has been successfully applied in various domains, such as robotic control [3, 13, 18, 22, 29] , game play [11, 12, 20, 33, 34, 37] , health and medicine [5, 9, 19, 28, 35] and so on. One of the critical and challenging problems in RL, especially for the tasks with huge state space, is how to approximate the state-action values function from the limited experiences and simultaneously keep sample efficiency and less computation. Here, each experience or sample is a state transition represented by a tuple of (state, action, reward, new state).
Recently, it has become a trend to adopt deep neural networks combined with experience replay (ER) [21, 26, 27, 32, 33, 39] to approximate the state-action values because of their good representation and generality. Generally, given an transition (s, a, r , s ) (s, a, r and s represent state, action, reward and new state respectively), the state-action value is usually learned by performing the following temporal difference (TD) update:
where Q(s, a) is the state-action value given state s and action a, α is the learning rate and γ is the discounted coefficient. At each step, a batch of experiences are sampled from the replay buffer to update the network's parameters [26, 27, 33, 39] . The ER breaks the temporal correlations and increases data usage, stabilizing the training process. Recently, researchers have proposed many extensions to the deep Q-learning. In [40] , Wang et al. design a dueling network architecture for better policy evaluation. It explicitly separates the representation of state values and state-dependent action advantages. The works in [17, 25, 30, 36] aim to design an efficient exploration policy for high-dimensional state space to generate diversetransitions with high quality. Another direction [2, 4, 16] is to define new operators to learn accurate Q-values estimates, reducing the uncertainty of estimates. In addition, to further make good use of the experiences, instead of uniformly selecting experiences from the buffer, prioritized experience replay [32] samples transitions with high expected learning process more frequently. The probability of selecting a experience is determined by the relative magnitude of the TD error. In this paper, we also concentrate how to exploit the samples stored in the buffer to make the experience replay more effective. The above methods do not fully take into consideration the intrinsic characteristics of the transitions distribution in state space. The agent in RL often explores the environment from the initial state when failed and thus the transitions near the initial state appears more frequently, which makes the distribution of transitions in state space intrinsically imbalanced as shown in Fig. 1 Motivated by the observations above, we in this paper investigate how the sampling method takes transitions distribution into consideration can make experience replay more efficient and effective than uniform random sampling. The key intuition is that the transitions distribution in state space is intrinsically imbalanced and some transitions are redundant. The transitions used to update these state-action values with more uncertainty should be replayed more times to eliminate the uncertainty rather than the ones with more occurrences in uniform sampling. On the opposite, the transitions used to update these state-action values with less uncertainty should be replayed less times to reduce unnecessary updates rather that the ones with less occurrences in uniform sampling. Specifically, we propose a novel state distribution-aware sampling method to balance the replay times of transitions with different occurrence frequencies. In this way, the replay times of transitions are dependent on the uncertainty of Q(s, a) instead of the occurrence frequencies, which will improve the effectiveness of TD updates and thus speed up the convergence of the learning process.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:
1. We propose a novel state distribution-aware sampling method for deep Q-learning, which takes into account both the occurrence frequencies of transitions and the uncertainty of the corresponding Q(s, a). It balances the replay frequencies for transitions with a imbalanced distribution and can improve the effectiveness of the experience replay. 2. We present a static hash based method to cluster the transitions and attain the transitions distribution in state space, which can deal with continuously coming transitions efficiently and effectively and alleviate the problem of the high-dimensional state space. 3. Extensive experiments are conducted on both classic control tasks and Atari 2600 games based on OpenAI gym platform and the experimental results show that the proposed sampling method can speed up the convergence and improve the policy's quality. 
Problem Formulation
In this paper, we focus on how to accurately estimate the state-action value function by learning from the online collected transitions and simultaneously keep faster convergence and sample efficiency. Formally, consider a reinforcement learning task with the experience replay buffer D containing transition tuples. Let Q(s, a; θ) denotes the deep Q-learning network needed to learn. At each learning step, a batch of transitions is iteratively sampled based on their sampling probability p from the replay buffer D, and then used to update Q(s, a; θ) via TD learning as shown in Eq. (1). Our objective in this paper is to assign proper sampling probability p i to each transition i to make experience replay more effective. Instead of equally assigning the probability of sampling a transition p i = 1 n in uniform sampling, our main idea is that the sampling method should not only consider the occurrence frequencies of transitions but also take into account the Q(s, a; θ) uncertainty.
State Distribution-Aware Sampling for Experience Replay
Our method has the following theoretical consideration. We investigate the transitions distribution in state space and find out the distribution is highly imbalanced. To cope with the problem, we utilize clustering method to quantize the distribution and sample training data from differenet clusters. This balances the number of chosen samples from different clusters. Moreover, our sampling method can be considered as a sample re-weighting scheme to make the model pay more attention to representative and diverse samples.
Next, we detail our state distribution-aware sampling method to solve the imbalanced transitions distribution problem. Considering the fact that a transition (s, a, r , s ) is only connected to the Q(s, a) update, we do not need get the transitions distribution over the 4-tuples and instead we need attain the distribution of the first state property of 4-tuples in state space. In order to approximately attain the distribution, we discretize the state space and employ a hash based clustering method (details presented in Sect. 2.3) to cluster all the transitions in the replay buffer D into k different clusters according to their first state properties. To alleviate the Q(s, a; θ) uncertainty, the replay times of transitions in one cluster with less transitions should be increased and the replay times of transition in one cluster with more transitions should be decreased. The simplest way to solve this issue is to select equal transitions from each cluster to replay, i.e. equally cluster-based sampling, in which the probability of sampling transition i can be defined as:
here k is the number of clusters and num i denotes the number of transitions in the cluster the transition i belongs to. In this way, the uncertainty problem can be mitigated but it could cause some issues where the transitions in one cluster with few transitions will be seriously over-sampled while the transitions in one cluster with huge transitions will be seriously under-sampled to discard some potentially useful ones. Therefore, we take into consideration both the occurrence frequencies of transitions and the Q(s, a; θ) uncertainty, and introduce a distribution-aware sampling method that interpolates between uniform random sampling and equally cluster-based sampling. Concretely, we define the probability of sampling transition i as
here β ∈ [0, 1] is the hyper parameter which balances between uniform random sampling and equally cluster-based sampling. With β = 0, the Eq. (3) corresponds the uniform case. Otherwise, the Eq. (3) becomes the equally cluster-based sampling with β = 1. Seen from Eq. (3), the distribution-aware sampling method can relatively reduce the Q(s, a; θ) updates in state space densely distributed with transitions and relatively increase the Q(s, a; θ) updates in state space sparsely distributed with transitions, thus achieving the effect that balances the replay frequencies of transitions with imbalanced distribution.
Next, we present a toy example to help understand the difference of the above sampling methods. The visualized results are conducted on the BattleZone task in Atari 2600 game via PCA and t-SNE [23] . As is shown in Fig. 2 , the transitions in different clusters are represented in a different color. The darker and bigger points are the transitions selected to update the action-value function Q(s, a; θ). It can be seen from Fig. 2a that most of the transitions sampled belong to the clusters with huge transitions while transitions in some clusters with few transitions are not selected. From Fig. 2b , it can be seen that equally cluster-based sampling will select equal transitions from each cluster. Different from the two methods above, our approach shown in Fig. 2c tends to select transitions from every cluster and simultaneously considers the number of transitions in every cluster, which is more reasonable.
Hash Based Online Clustering for Transitions
In RL, the number of transitions in experience replay buffer is usually huge and the new transitions are continuously generated. Further, the representation of each state is high-dimensional, especially for Atari games. Therefore, it is impractical to adopt the standard k-means method to implement the online clustering [14, 24] . In order to deal with continuously coming transitions efficiently and improve the speed of clustering, we use locality-sensitive hash (LSH) to convert continuous, high-dimensional data to discrete hash codes rather than directly and repeatedly clustering them. LSH provides a popular method to query nearest neighbors based on certain similarity metrics [7] . Specifically, we employ the SimHash [1] , an effective implementation of LSH, to retrieve a lower dimension binary code of the state s. The distant states will be projected to different hash codes and while the similar states will be mapped to the identical hash codes. The unique hash codes can be regarded as the identity of one cluster with transitions. In this way, the transitions distribution in state space can be approximately attained according to the hash table counts. The works in [31, 36] also utilize SimHash to convert high-dimensional data into binary hash codes. But they focus on different aspects compared to our method. [36] utilizes SimHash to augment the reward function to generalize the classic count-based exploration method. In [31] , SimHash is used to cope with the moving target problem in the context of multiagent reinforcement learning. However, our method utilizes it to implement the state distribution-aware sampling method.
In addition, state representation is also important for clustering. Here we use deep convolutional features to give a better description of each state than handcrafted features for Atari games. In practise, we directly leverage the output of the 3rd convolutional layer as state features in deep Q-learning network.
Deep Q-Learning with State Distribution-Aware Sampling
We integrate our approach into a RL agent, based on the state-of-art Double DQN algorithm [38] . Our principal modification is to replace the uniform random sampling with state distribution-aware sampling. The details of this algorithm can be seen from Algorithm 1. When a transition is generated, we will firstly compute the hash codes of the state. The transitions with identical hash codes belong to the same cluster. Further, we update the hash table counts. In this way, we can online cluster transitions into different clusters and obtain the number of transitions in each cluster. Then, the probability of sampling each transition will be updated via Eq. for t = Given h(·), update the probability of sampling each transition via Eq. (3). 10:
Sample a batch of transitions (s j , a j , r j , s j+1 ) from D based on their probabilities.
11:
Set y j = r j if episode terminates at step j + 1; r j + γ max a Q (s j+1 , a ; θ − ) otherwise.
12:
Perform a gradient descent step on (y j − Q(s j , a j ; θ)) 2 with respect to θ .
13:
Every K steps resetQ = Q. 14: end for 15: end for 
Experiments
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, we conduct extensive experiments on both classic control tasks and Atari 2600 games based on OpenAI gym platform [8] . We implement our method based on DQN [15] in OpenAI Baselines [10] .
Classic Control Tasks
The first experiment is conducted on control theory problems, and we choose Acrobot, MountainCar and LuarLander tasks. The visualization of these tasks are shown in the first row of Fig. 3 . The state space dimension of the Acrobot task, MountainCar task and LuarLander task is only 6, 2 and 8 respectively. Therefore, we directly leverage the observation data as features for states and use standard k-means method to cluster transitions into 64 different clusters in the state space. For the sake of fairness, the other experimental settings are set to the same as [10] , in which the size of the reply buffer is set to 5 × 10 4 . Additionally, we also conduct another experiment with a much smaller replay buffer with a size of 1 × 10 4 . The second row of Fig. 3 shows the mean average rewards curve of different experimental settings on the three classic control tasks. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that our proposed approach, even with only 20% size of the replay buffer, can speed up the convergence of the learning procedure and achieve higher total rewards after convergence at the same time for all three tasks, especially for MountainCar task. Compared to the smaller buffer, the bigger buffer usually contains both long-term and recently generated samples. The smaller buffer is likely to only contain samples generated recently. Therefore, the network with a smaller buffer could learn new knowledge more quickly and has stronger adaptation to new scenes. In essence, the learning speeds with a small buffer and with a bigger buffer are slightly different but their performances are close. The mean average rewards curve of three Atari 2600 games on OpenAI Gym between our method and the baseline DQN. The solid line represents the mean average rewards while the shaded area represents the range of variation. Our approach can achieve faster convergence and attain higher total rewards at the same time for all three tasks compared to the baseline. a BattleZone. b Atlantis. c Amidar The best results are displayed in bold. Our proposed approach attains significantly higher average total rewards for all the three games than the baseline DQN, especially for the BattleZone game
Atari 2600 Games
We conduct the second experiment on Arcade Learning Environment (ALE) [6] and choose BattleZone, Atlantis and Amidar from Atari 2600 video games as experimental targets. The screenshots of these games are displayed in the first row of Fig. 4 . It can be seen that these tasks are more difficult than the classic control problems above. The observations of these tasks are high-dimensional raw images. For instance, the DQN [10] for Atari games uses four consecutive frames to represent the observation, the dimension of which is 28,224 (84 × 84 × 4). The raw images contain some redundant information. To efficiently attain the transitions distribution in state space, we employ the output of the 3rd convolutional layer in deep-Q learning network as states' features to perform transitions clustering. Here, all the transitions in reply buffer are clustered into 128 clusters via the hash based clustering method presented in Sect. 2.3. For the sake of fairness, the other experimental settings are set to the same as [10] , in which the size of the reply buffer is set to 10 6 . The average total rewards after convergence for three tasks are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 that our proposed approach attains significantly higher average total rewards for all the three games than the baseline DQN. Particularly, Our method attains 1345 total rewards in the Atlantis game, with about 18.5% higher than the baseline. Moreover, our method achieves about 9.2% and 8.5% improvement on BattleZone and Amidar task respectively. The second row of Fig. 4 shows the mean average rewards curve of three Atari games between our method and the baseline. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that our approach achieves faster convergence and attains higher total rewards at the same time for all three tasks compared to the baseline. Particularly, in the BattleZone game, Our approach begins to converge at about 5000 episodes while the baseline DQN begins to converge at about 10,000 episodes. In conclusion, our method can significantly reduce the time taken to converge and improve the policy's quality compared to baseline.
Finally, we conduct experiments to compare our method and the prioritized experience replay on the Amidar game. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen from Fig. 5 that our proposed method could attain comparable performance with respect to prioritized experience replay method.
Hyper-Parameters Analysis
In this section, we investigate the effect of several critical parameters on the learning performance.
Effect of the number of clusters k: In our proposed method, the number of clusters is determined by experimental performances. To verify the effect of this parameter, we further conduct experiments on the Acrobot task in terms of 4 different values of the number of clusters: 10, 40, 70 and 100. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 . We find out that the performance gets best at 70. As the number of clusters increases from 10 to 40 and from 40 to 70, the performance gradually gets better; while as the number of clusters increases from 70 to 100, the performance gets worse. Therefore, this hyper-parameter should be carefully tuned.
Effect of β: in our proposed method, the beta controls the tradeoff between uniform random sampling and equally cluster-based sampling. It becomes uniform random sampling with beta = 1 while it becomes equally cluster-based sampling with beta = 0. To investigate the effect of this parameter, we further conduct experiments on the Acrobot task in terms of 4 different beta values: 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 1. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . As Fig. 6 The mean average rewards curves in terms of 4 different settings of the number of clusters on Acrobot task Fig. 7 The mean average rewards curves in terms of 4 different beta settings on Acrobot task seen from Fig. 7 , the performance with beta = 0.3 and beta = 0.6 are better than the one with beta = 0 and beta = 1. Therefore, our mixed sampling method can cope with the problem of over-sampling and under-sampling.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel state distribution-aware sampling method for deep Qlearning to solve the imbalanced transitions distribution problem. The sampling method takes into consideration both the occurrence frequencies of transitions and the Q(s, a) uncertainty, balancing the replay times of transitions with different occurrence frequencies. Extensive experiments on both classic control tasks and Atari 2600 games have shown that our approach can make experience replay more effective and efficient compared to the baseline DQN.
